**Urban 700c**

**Frame:** Lightweight alloy 7005 with special profile tubing. The geometry is designed for fast street and occasional off-road use.

**Fork:** Carbon fibre with zhi-mo steerer light and fast, as well as being designed for multi-terrain use.

**Gears:** Shimano Altus 24 speed gears.

**Gear Controls:** Shimano STI trigger controls.

**Chainset:** Suntour alloy crankset 28/38/48 with ring guard.

**Wheels:** Alloy rims with quick release alloy front hub.

**Tyres:** Multi-terrain tread profile.

**Brakes:** Tektro alloy V style brakes.

**Saddle:** Anatomic padded Land Rover saddle.

**Steering:** A-head design headsets with or without an alloy adjustable front loading A-head extension.

**Extras:** Dual density grips, 15, 21, Colour: Seal grey.

**Sizes:** 19, 21

**Colour:** Marram bronze

---

**Visalia Urban 700c**

**Frame:** Lightweight alloy 7005 with special profile tubing. The geometry is designed for fast street and occasional off-road use.

**Fork:** Light alloy straight tapered front forks.

**Gears:** Shimano Altus 24 speed gears.

**Gear Controls:** Shimano STI trigger controls.

**Chainset:** Suntour alloy crankset 28/38/48 with ring guard.

**Wheels:** Alloy rims with quick release alloy front hub.

**Tyres:** Multi-terrain tread profile.

**Brakes:** Tektro alloy V style brakes.

**Saddle:** Anatomic padded Land Rover saddle.

**Steering:** A-head design headsets with or without an alloy adjustable front loading A-head extension.

**Extras:** Dual density grips, 15, 21, Colour: Seal grey.

**Sizes:** 19, 21

**Colour:** Seal grey

---

**Shimano STI years**

**Frame:** Lightweight alloy 7005 with special profile tubing. The geometry is designed for fast street and occasional off-road use.

**Fork:** Taper blade.

**Gears:** Shimano 24 speed with Shimano freewheel.

**Gear Controls:** Shimano STI trigger controls.

**Chainset:** Suntour alloy crankset 27/34/46 with ring guard.

**Wheels:** Alloy rims with quick release alloy front hub.

**Tyres:** Multi-terrain tread profile.

**Brakes:** Tektro alloy V style brakes.

**Saddle:** Padded ergonomic Land Rover saddle fitted to a stock micro adjust seat post.

**Steering:** Riser style bars and front loading alloy adjustable angle quill stem.

**Extras:** Dual density grips, 15, 21, Colour: Marram bronze.

**Sizes:** 19, 21

**Colour:** Marram bronze

---

**Framura Urban 700c**

**Frame:** Lightweight alloy 7005 with special profile tubing. The geometry is designed for fast street and occasional off-road use.

**Fork:** Carbon fibre with cro-mo steerer, light and fast as well as being designed for multi-terrain use.

**Gears:** Shimano Altus 24 speed gears.

**Gear Controls:** Shimano STI 600 trigger controls.

**Chainset:** Suntour alloy crankset 28/38/48 with ring guard.

**Wheels:** Double wall alloy rims with Formula alloy hubs and a cassette rear.

**Tyres:** Multi-terrain tread profile.

**Brakes:** Tektro alloy V style brakes.

**Saddle:** Anatomic padded Land Rover saddle.

**Steering:** Al alloy riser bars and an alloy adjustable front loading A-head extension.

**Extras:** Dual density grips, 15, 21, Colour: Seal grey.

**Sizes:** 19, 21

**Colour:** Seal grey

---

**Malvino**

**Frame:** Lightweight alloy 7005 with special profile tubing. The geometry is designed for fast street and occasional off-road use.

**Fork:** Light weight high tensile steel sports trekking design.

**Gears:** Shimano 18 speed with Shimano freewheel.

**Gear Controls:** Shimano STI trigger controls.

**Chainset:** Suntour alloy crankset 28/38/48 with ring guard.

**Wheels:** Alloy rims with quick release alloy front hub.

**Tyres:** Multi-terrain tread profile.

**Brakes:** Tektro alloy V style brakes.

**Saddle:** Padded ergonomic Land Rover saddle fitted to a stock micro adjustable angle quill stem.

**Steering:** Riser style bars and front loading alloy adjustable front loading A-head extension.

**Extras:** Dual density grips, 15, 21, Colour: Midday blue.

**Sizes:** 19, 21

**Colour:** Midday blue

---
Frame: Constructed using Scandium tubing which is strong and light, the frame is gusseted and the tube profile to maximise the potential of the shock absorbing Fork Marzocchi. The frame and fork are designed for strict compliance with UCI guidelines. The lower triangle is reinforced for added strength, and the front triangle is trapezoidal for improved handling. The seat post is made of aluminum and has a micro-adjustable mechanism. The handlebar is Tioga alloy with a low riser style design and double density lock-on grips. The lightweight alloy wheels are built with black spokes and Formula black alloy disc, quick release hubs.

Brakes: Shimano hydraulic double piston disc brake and levers. Two pairs of hydraulic discs are fitted to the rear wheel. The brake pads are made of carbon fiber and are adjustable for different riding conditions.

Saddle: WTB PUNTO 'V' seating. The saddle is made of high-quality materials and is designed for comfort during long rides.

The techno has a professional downhill race frame designed around the new suntour gearbox. Marzocchi, Avid, Truvativ, Maxxis, and Fizik downhill race components are specified, so the bike is limited to the highest of standards for international competition.
Frame: Precision welded using 7005 alloy with custom profile, bi-axial, octagonal tube sections which give strength in key areas whilst keeping a performance enhancing low weight. Fitted with a semi integrated profiled head tube, which gives a larger weld area and increases strength.


Gear: 27 speed with Shimano Deore front and rear gears. 24 speed with Shimano 11-32 cassette.

Wheels: Black alloy Land Rover disc specific, double wall rims. Built using black spokes and Formula black alloy quick release hubs with a cassette rear.

Tyres: Continental speed king 26x2.2. Brakes: Shimano hydraulic double piston disc brakes.

Saddles: Tioga Avago hot seat: double gelled comfort grips. Steering: Tioga alloy Ahead extension with Tioga alloy low-mirror style handlebars and double density lock on grips.

Sizes: 17.5, 19.5, 21.5

Colour: Yellow peril


**Frame:** Constructed from 7005 alloy with custom profile tube section to give a light responsive confidence inspiring ride. **Fork:** Hi-tensile with top and drop guard. **Gears:** Shimano Tourney 18 speed gears. **Gear Controls:** Rotational Gripshift. **Chainset:** Suntour alloy crankset 28/38/48 with ring guard. **Wheels:** 26" alloy with quick release. **Tyres:** Multi condition tread pattern. **Brakes:** Tektro alloy 'V' style brakes. **Saddle:** Deep padded comfort Land Rover design with elastomer suspension. **Steering:** Alloy swept back handlebars and an adjustable stem to maximise comfort. **Extras:** Suspension seat post to further enhance the ride comfort. **Sizes:** 16, 18. **Colour:** Mediterranean blue.

**Frame:** constructed from 7005 alloy with special shaped seat and chainstay to give good heel clearance. The low step through makes mounting and dismounting exceptionally easy. The rigidity of the frame is maintained by head tube gusseting and a seat tube cross brace. **Fork:** Hi-tensile with drop guard. **Gears:** Shimano front and rear gears. Shimano STI trigger controls. **Chainset:** Alloy cranks. **Wheels:** 26" alloy with quick release. **Brakes:** Tektro alloy 'V' style brakes. **Saddle:** Ladies Land Rover deep padded saddle fitted to an alloy micro adjust seat pillar. **Steering:** Alloy swept back handlebars and an adjustable stem to maximise comfort. **Extras:** Fitted with rear four point fixing carrier and full mudguards with rear mud tail. **Sizes:** 17, 19.5. **Colour:** Lavender mist.

**Frame:** Ten speed Shimano S.T.I gears. **Fork:** Hi-tensile and trekking. **Gears:** Shimano Tourney 7 speed. **Gear Controls:** Shimano Revoshift rotational shifter. **Chainset:** Alloy cranks with single ring. **Wheels:** 26" alloy with quick release. **Tyres:** 26x1.25. **Brakes:** Tektro alloy 'V' style brakes. **Saddle:** Deep padded comfort Land Rover design with elastomer suspension. **Steering:** Alloy swept back handlebars and an adjustable stem to maximise comfort. **Extras:** Fitted with rear four point fixing carrier and full mudguards with rear mud tail. **Sizes:** 17, 19.5. **Colour:** Powder blue.

**Frame:** Hand welded 7005 alloy with custom profile tube section and low step over design. **Fork:** Softour suspension. **Gears:** Shimano front and rear gears. Shimano 14-28 freewheel. **Gear Controls:** Shimano STI trigger controls. **Chainset:** Suntour alloy crankset. **Bottom Bracket:** Cartridge type set. **Wheels:** 26" alloy. Formula alloy hubs and a front quick release. **Tyres:** Multi function tread pattern to reduce road buzz and still maintain grip on off-road conditions. **Brakes:** Tektro alloy 'V' style brakes. **Saddle:** Ladies Land Rover deep padded saddle fitted to an alloy micro adjust seat pillar. **Steering:** Riser style bars fitted to a hi-rise alloy stem. Maximum comfort can be achieved by altering the angle and height to suit each rider. **Extras:** Suspension seat post to further enhance the ride comfort. **Sizes:** 15, 17, 19.5. **Colour:** Powder blue.
Frame: Constructed from 7005 alloy with custom profile tube sections to give a light-responsive confidence inspiring ride.

Fork: Suntour suspension fork adds an extra dimension of comfort.

Gears: Shimano Tourney front and rear gears, 21 speed with 14/28 Shimano freewheel.

Gear Controls: Shimano STI trigger shifters.

Chainset: Suntour alloy crankset 28/38/48 with ring guard.

Wheels: 700c trekking, alloy wheels with Formula hubs and quick release.

Brakes: Tektro alloy ‘V’ style brakes.

Saddle: Deep padded trekking design suited to a more comfortable riding position.

Extras: Fitted with an alloy rear four point fixing carrier and full mudguards with rear mud tail.

Sizes: 19, 21.

Colour: Black gloss.

---

Frame: Constructed from 7005 alloy with custom profile tube sections to give a light-responsive confidence inspiring ride.

Fork: Suntour suspension fork adds an extra dimension of comfort.

Gears: Shimano Tourney front and rear gears, 24 speed with 14/28 Shimano freewheel.

Gear Controls: Shimano STI trigger shifters.

Chainset: Suntour alloy crankset 28/38/48 with ring guard.

Wheels: 700c trekking, alloy wheels with Formula hubs and quick release.

Tyres: Multi function tread pattern to reduce road buzz and still maintain grip in off road conditions.

Brakes: Tektro alloy ‘V’ style brakes.

Steering: Alloy riser style bars and adjustable stem give a comfortable riding position.

Saddle: Deep padded trekking Land Rover saddle with elastomer suspension.

Extras: Fitted with an alloy rear four point fixing carrier and full mudguards with rear mud tail.

Sizes: 19.5, 21.

Colour: Heather blush.
Folding

A 20” alloy folder that weights around 12 KG. A patented folding system from one of the most respected manufacturers in the world. Frame and handle bars fold and the seat post and handlebars are quick release for further size reduction. Shimano 6 speed gears give a wide range of ratios and make this a very versatile folding bike and it fits perfectly in to its own holdall.

Akasha

Shimano S.T7 years


Urban 700c

Shimano S.T7 years


Supplied with a holdall so you can take it anywhere.
A girls 20” wheel bike suitable for ages around 5 up to 9 years old. The special geometry alloy frame allows a great fit over a wide size range. A fantastic bike to grow up with, light strong, and reliable. Quality components throughout. Suntour brand suspension fork. Shimano 6 speed gears for simplicity. Strong, light alloy wheels. Colour: Vogue pink

Designed to offer girls all the performance features of the adult mountain bike on a bike with 24” wheels. The light 7005 alloy frame has a geometry especially suited to give a good fit over a wide range of heights, making it perfect for growing up with. Suntour suspension forks for comfort and control. Suntour special short length junior cranks improve pedalling efficiency. Shimano 18 speed gears with Gripshift controls. Colour: Purple haze

A boys 20” wheel bike suitable for ages around 5 up to 9 years old. The special geometry alloy frame allows a great fit over a wide and size range. The frame is made of the same 7005 alloy as the adult models and the component parts are from the same quality manufacturers. Suntour brand suspension fork. Shimano 6 speed gears for easy gear changing. Strong, light alloy wheels. Colour: Fire red

Warranty:
Should any original component prove defective – in terms of workmanship – within its warranty period, 2x2 Worldwide, will replace it. Warranty periods for components are as follows:
Rigid frames and forks: Lifetime warranty.
Carbon Frames: 1 year.
Suspension frames and forks: 1 year.
All other components: 1 YEAR from date of retail purchase. This warranty does not include labour and transportation charge. The company can not accept responsibility for consequential or special damages. This warranty applies only to the original retail purchaser who must produce proof of purchase in order to validate any claim. This warranty applies only in the case of defective components and does not cover the effects of normal wear or damage caused by accident, abuse, excessive loads, neglect, improper assembly, improper maintenance or the addition of any item inconsistent with the original intended use of the bicycle. No bicycle is indestructible and no claims can be accepted for damage caused by improper use, competition use, stunt riding, ramp jumping, leaping or similar activities. Claims must be submitted through your retailer. Your statutory rights are not affected by the foregoing. Our bicycles conform to BS 6102 Part 1 (1992) as set by the British Institute Testing services. We reserve the right to change or amend any specification without notice. All information and specifications within this brochure are correct at time of going to press.
Age 3-5 yrs

junior G4

A great quality junior 16" wheel boys bike with 7005 alloy frame, traditional wheel construction with alloy rims fitted with pneumatic tyres. Comfortable padded saddle, low step over frame design, hi-rise bars and it looks fantastic in D4 Team orange.

Single speed

junior 16"

Age 3-5 yrs

mimi

A Land Rover girls bike with 7005 alloy frame. Hi-rise handlebars give a safe, comfortable riding position. Equipped with alloy rims fitted with pneumatic tyres, and a comfortable padded saddle. A quality product you can be proud of 'Colour Posh pink.'

Single speed

junior 16"